
CHANGE PRICE ON RAW MATERIAL 
(mainly on price increase)

WHEN OPERATION REQUESTS FOR CHANGES

 Quotation on price 
revision received from 

Supplier

Check with Purchasing if the 
price is within Costing level

Operation to Update 
New Price in ABAS

Negotiate with Supplier 
to get better price

No

Yes

Send the confirmed 
quotation to Purchasing 

for further action

CHANGE FACTORY DURING 
REPEATING ORDERS (when factory 

unable to meet customer's requested 
delivery date before SPO issued / price 

increase tremendously)

Discuss with Purchasing, 
Marketing, bosses for 

alternative factory

Operation to check on 
alternative factory's 
available capacity

Purchasing to request 
Quotation from 

alternative factory

Marketing to issue PSR 
for factory seal sample

Marketing to issue SPO 
for order confirmation

CHANGE FACTORY COMPLETE DATE 

Operation to update on 
the Factory Estimate 

Complete date field and 
revise on the Set Date in 

wrike

Operation to inform 
Marketing on the change 
date and provide reason

Decide if the change 
date is acceptable by 

Marketing?

Yes

Inform Factory for new 
date and make changes 

on due date in Wrike

Operation to discuss with 
factory again to improve 

on the complete date
No

IF CRITICAL, Operation 
to seek bosses's help to 

call factory's boss

CHANGE QUANTITY WHEN QUALITY 
ISSUE HAPPEN / CHANGE LOADING 

PLAN IF GOODS INCOMPLETE

Operation to check with 
factory on the rework / 

production quantity that is 
ready to ship and inform 

Marketing

Decide if the quantity is 
enough to ship

Marketing to check if the 
quantity can load full into 

container or to mix 
container

Yes

Marketing to inform 
Shipping to revise loading 
plan and send to factory

Operation to check with 
factory on the earliest 

date to complete on the 
rework / production

Decide if the rework / 
production date is 

acceptable by Marketing?

No

CHANGE WHEN FACTORY PRODUCED 
WRONG COLOUR AND WANTED TO 

REDO THE SPO 

Operation to inform 
marketing on the 

quantity that can ship 
and to arrange mix 

container

Operation to monitor on 
factory in meeting the 

new date
Yes

No

WHEN OPERATION REQUESTS FOR CHANGES

Operation to check with 
factory if the goods can 

be reworked to the correct 
colour

Decide if the goods can 
be reworked to the correct 

colour

Yes

Operation to check with 
factory on the earliest 

date to complete on the 
rework

Decide if the rework date 
is acceptable by 

Marketing?

Operation to check on 
the quantity and inform 

Marketing
No

Marketing to discuss 
with Customer to get 

better option

Marketing to propose to 
existing / new customer

Decide if the quantity is 
enough to ship

Marketing to check if the 
quantity can load full into 

container or to mix 
container

Yes

Marketing to inform 
Shipping to revise loading 
plan and send to factory

Operation to inform 
marketing on the 

quantity that can ship 
and to arrange mix 

container

No

Yes

End

End

End

End

No

End
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